Here is a drafted form letter you may use or alter to your needs which we urge to be sent to the
public officials in your state to require that only a properly qualified citizen be allowed to
become the president of the United States. Please relay to your contacts also. Thanks.
Dear State Elections Board, State Attorney General, and/or Secretary of State:
It has just recently been brought to my attention that there are some possible and serious
concerns about a candidate(s) being on the presidential ballot that may not be eligible for the
position for which they are campaigning and seeking.
This letter is written to request information as to whose responsibility it is to VERIFY that a
candidate, seeking the office of president of the United States, meets the lawful requirements
thereto in order to be listed on the ballot. The United States Constitution specifically states the
minimum requirements as to who is qualified to hold office as president. In the election
process, who in the state of ___(enter name of state)_________ , and at the federal level,
properly verifies and confirms that a candidate running for office on the federal level is indeed
qualified to run for that respective office, and can lawfully be placed on the ballot?
In all the hustle and bustle of this presidential election, the evidence appears to be quite
disturbing that it is very possible that Mr. Barack Obama (or whatever name he chooses to go
by) may not meet those basic and minimum constitutional requirements to serve in the office as
president, and may not be qualified to run in an election on the ballot for the presidential
position.
Have you verified and confirmed that each and every candidate on the ballot running for
president is properly and lawfully qualified etc.? If not, why not? If not, why is this basic
obligation being denied? Who is responsible for this duty? The evidence is compelling, yet
according to a recent court decision, apparently a citizen doesn’t have the right to challenge this
in the court! If so, then who DOES? WHO has the "standing" to get this essential verification
done? Without question, that responsibility falls on some particular public official! It is
essential that it be done promptly.
I believe it is in the best interest of the public good and welfare that this be investigated now,
immediately prior to the election, so that if, indeed, the facts do prove what appears to be the
case, and Mr. Obama does not meet the constitutional requirements, this situation should be
addressed prior to the election to prevent chaos and potential problems at a national and global
level, etc. Over the years, voter fraud has become a very serious concern, a matter that we are
being careful to address properly at the polling places. In fact, voters have to verify who they
are, and where they live etc., to be eligible even to vote!
If I would have been informed of this sooner, I could have forwarded this to you sooner for you
to address, but I just recently learned of this matter, and feel that the citizens and voters deserve
to be assured that the complete election process is being held legitimately, properly, and
lawfully! Please reply promptly. Thank you.

